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Dynamically adjusted game mechanics & content
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Serious Simulation & Games
Towards an Interoperable Adaptive Tutoring Agent for Simulations and Serious Games.

**Architecture Interoperable external Tutoring Agent**

- **xAPI, Activity Streams**
  - “User1 selected console1.”
  - “MaxMustermann started scene power plant 3 minutes ago.”

- **Comm. Layer** (HLA, xAPI)

- **Evidence, Clicks, Statistics, ...**

- **Virtual Assistance, States, Objects, ...**

- **Controller**
  - **Interpretation Engine**
  - **Influence Engine**
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Models & Schemas

- Ideas & concepts from ITS
- IEEE Learning Object Model (LOM) content container format
  - SG-LOM  [ElBorj2014]
- RDF-Storyboards
  - Storyboards  [Fujima2013]
  - Logic reasoning, inference
  - Semantic interoperability
- Aspects from Web-Didactics  [Swertz2004]
Unity Prototype for Seek&Find Game (Work in Progress)

HLA, SOAP
User Model Storage (xAPI)
Assistant Injection
Semantic Analysis (Cyc)

3D In-Game Assistant
(→ “Tutor”)

Congratulation!
You have finished the task!

New mission: Find the hidden tank in the environment, and determine its type and abilities. In order to assist you, I will accompany you.
Summary

- Exploitation of multi-usage data of simulators/games for adaptivity
- Interoperability architecture using standards
- Transfer of ITS principles to simulations/games
- WIP prototype with Unity

Outlook:
Adaptive Simulations & SG, Evaluation
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